
Description
Std
Pk Item No.

CLEAR RTV POWER TUBE AEROSOL 12 76340
WHITE RTV POWER TUBE AEROSOL 12 76350
BLUE RTV POWER TUBE AEROSOL 12 76360
RED RTV POWER TUBE AEROSOL 12 76370

BLACK RTV POWER TUBE AEROSOL 12 76380

Description
Std
Pk Item No.

CAN HANDLER FOR AEROSOL 12 76330
EXTENSION TUBE FOR RTV POWER TUBES 12 76339
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RTV POWER TUBES

AEROSOLS

Replace wasteful, more expensive squeeze tubes and caulking guns. Power Tubes from Osborn dispense a 
controlled, uniform bead of RTV (Room Temperature Vulcanizing) Silicone that cures in the air to a rubber-like 
gasket without lumps, gaps or bubbles. It dispenses a perfect bead with just one finger and stays fresh in the 
can. No more messy, half-used caulking tubes!

76380 RTV Black Electrical Sealant - For electrical/electronic sealing 
where corrosion can be a problem. 400 volts per mil dielectric strength. 
Non-acetic.

76360 RTV Blue Gasket Maker - Works on: oil and transmission 
pans, thermostat housings, hose connections, etc.

76340 RTV Clear Watertight - Works inside and out, forming a barely 
visible watertight seal. Ideal for waterproofing. 

76370 RTV Red Heat-Resistant Sealant - For general purpose 
sealing and bonding in temperature ranges to 500°F continuously and 600°F intermittently. Use for fired 
heaters, flanged pipe joints, oven belts, duct work, etc. Non-acetic.

76350 RTV White Mildew-Resistant Sealant - Use in high-moisture areas such as tubs, sinks, 
plumbing fixtures, etc. Safe for most surfaces and finishes.

AEROSOL ACCESSORIES

76330 Can Handler - Turns a spray can into a spray gun. Eliminates finger fatigue 
while keeping hands clean. Features a safety lock and is reusable on any aerosol can.

76339 RTV Extension Tube - Snaps on over the regular nozzle to reach hard-to-
get-at locations. Puts down a neat, uniform bead.

Osborn aerosols are specially formulated and packaged for top performance for industrial and institutional 
uses. Some cans include a 360° spray valve which allows for spraying from any angle. Osborn can also 
provide customized formulas for specific requirements; contact your local distributor for details. 

To prevent clogging in non-360° valves, invert the can and press the valve until clear gas is emitted. Osborn 
aerosols can be stored indefinitely at temperatures below 120°F. All our aerosols carry a full guarantee against 
defects and conform to ICC and postal regulations.
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